
Se ng the new standard in Data Capture Soluons
 Intelligent Transformaon Plaorm
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Data processing will be managable with tailored cockpits, keep focus on Data!
No swapping into  different modules or windows, we keep your navigaon simple.
Our collaborave approach give users freedom and Data integrety the same me.
Logging on all handling is performed inside the intelligent producve environment.
An ideal IT-Plaorm for BPM soluons that demands professional Data handling.

Data Capture and Data Analyse in one suite
Control at your fingerps

Let’s start with preprocessing, that’s what we do for more than twenty years.
Today’s demands are byond the scope of the tradional archive, we go Mobile.
Data recognion on images taken with you phone, that’s our actual demand.
We Capture Data the tradional way, but beyond that we Capture the Internet!
Our innovave tooling brings you smart Excel files, or port data into any applicaon.

Data Capture and Data Analyse in one suite
Unlock processing power

Our IT-Plaorm is designed with a mediaon architecture in mind.
Current sources are SAP, Oracle SalesForce, ServiceNow and others.
Take use on Azure, Amazon Drive, Google  and what’s more to come?
Changing demands and IT possibilies ask for a future proof soluon.
That’s what we present to the market today, welcome to innovaon!

Enable your Business to the Next Level
Ge ng connected



The age of actual machine learning and big data algorithms is just started.
We see the definion of technology and features as a constant process. 
That’s where we are, on the Technology cu ng edge to bring you results!

Future proof navigaon beyond current IT horizon

Today’s systems are Cloud based services and on premise applicaons.
The architecture of our Technology Mediaon is based on this landscape.
Our Innovave technologies connect legacy systems to modern algorithms.

Territory of Connecng Intelligence

Design of our plaorm is build on 21 years Data Capture experience. 
Being ahead of our competors, we designed a complete new system.
Based on enty recognion, Machine Learning and arficial intelligence.

Gamechanging Technology

Many techniques can be implemented, also the good old OCR technology, run into the cloud or on premises. 
The latest developments on ICR are smart technologies giving impressive results on handwrien recognion.
Before ge ng into good results, Image Pre-processing can be a factor of importance, we foresee this needs.
Aer recognion Data handeling as Classificaon, Verificaon or Export Forma ng modules come insight.
We take care of these steps inside our plaorm, new and somewhat older techniques, just pay for usage.

Only pay for what you use 
Affordable

Start using power tools that boost your business decision-making processes! 
The definion of Machine Learning today is not like machine learning in the past.
When today ML models are exposed to new data, they are autonome able to adapt.
Think about your possibilies when you start using techniques actually on the market.
Proven technology in processes and being used with specific business objecves in mind. 

Intelligent Digital Transformaon
Machine Learning 
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Benefits are presented.
Implement results into
your own environment.

Going life

The Proof of Concept
make our work visible
Test before you buy!

POC

Then we will show you 
our starng point as 
we process your case.

Understanding

Before starng on your 
case we need clear
request examples.

Request

The EasyData Intelligent Transformaon Plaorm is the logical step for organizaons to become more effecve. 
Gain efficiency by reducing boring work, think on respond to standard emails while focused on important tasks. 
Use your talents and effecveness on where it really counts for your organizaon, leave roune to automaon.
That’s our work, we maximize your IT investments, we are ambious to maintain and develop smarter soluons.
With EasyData’s IT-Plaorm involved you are guaranteed of a long-term, well-orchestrated soluon at your side!

Our commitment to you
Involvement

The more challanges we get, 

the more passionate we are.

We don’t change your system, just showing that conversion of your current working procedure will be improved.
Our installaon is free of charge, we know that our plaorm modules are simple implementable and convincing.
Aer successful implementaon on our Cloud with a praccal working environment, you can decide what’s next.

The Plaorm efficiency is convincing
Ge ng to work 


